
 Parshas Chukas 5776                    [year 6] 264                                         uwwga, (kwwuj) ,ej ,arp
Our Torah speaks gently to us whenever possible

:dẍŸeY ©d z ©T ªg z Ÿ̀f  (c yh)

This is the statute of the Torah (19:2) Expounding on the connecting

bridge between two weekly Torah parshiyos is a frequent approach

of our commentators.  We see this here: this is how the preceding

Parshas Korach ends: :EzEnz̈ Ÿ̀l §e El §N ©g §z Ÿ̀l l ¥̀ ẍ §U ¦i i¥p §a i ¥W §cẅ z ¤̀ §e  (ck jh)

You shall not profane the offerings of the children of Israel, so that

you shall not die. A connection to Chukas is not readily apparent,

yet there is one, teaching a concept different than the ones on the

table (desecrating kodshim (in the case of Korach) and the Parah

Adumah/Red Heifer (at the beginning of Chukas). The connection

exemplifies the unity of Torah. The chain of analysis here hinges

on describing the Torah's customary mode of expression, and

weaves multiple sources together. Let us study the links. The

Midrash brings Tehillim 12:7 to bear on our opening posuk:, The

sayings of Hashem are pure sayings.    zŸexŸd §h zŸexn̈ £̀  'Ÿd zŸex£n ¦̀  The

initial aim of the Midrash is to explain this Gemara (Pesachim (3a)

One should never utter a coarse expression: Scripture itself added

eight extra  letters to avoid speaking a coarse expression, as

Bereishis (7:8) says [regarding the animals which entered Noach's Ark]

"From the "tahor" animals and from the "not tahor" animals [in

place of saying "temeia/impure"]. So in this case, the Torah added

letters (which demands explanation, since there are no

"superfluous" letters in the Torah) in order to avoid an untoward

expression. [Artscroll Talmud, Pesachim, 3a3note 28 explains why this

usage is not found uniformly throughout Chumash. [DPR]] So now

Rashi explains the final words of Korach to be saying ukkj, ot tv

u,un, "if you desecrate [i.e. eat the tithe without setting aside the

terumah] you shall die." If you will not desecrate the kodshim, you

will not die. But nowhere does the text say explicitly that

desecrating kodshim is a capital offense! Where is the full line of

reasoning here? The operative principle here is one of derivation

and euphemism iv gnua v,t utk kkfn "From a negative stricture we

derive a positive one." This implies inescapably "if you desecrate,

you die." Yet one might ask, in the interests of clear understanding,

why does the Torah not write this law explicitly? The reason is that

the Torah seeks wherever possible to use "clean, non-offensive,

non-confrontational" terminology to deliver its message, as our

Gemara above from Pesachim states. Another Gemara (Sanhedrin

32b) reinforces our understanding: kjs, tk ,kye tk ht  "If you have

not murdered, then you need not be afraid of conviction." Notice:

we do NOT read the positive, which would be kjs, ,kye ot'  "If

you have killed, then be afraid." We seek "softer" language, and

invoke the derivative  principle stated above. At long last, we

understand the end of  Korach/beginning of Chukas juxtaposition:

u,un, tku  "you shall not die". So why not, "if you desecrate, you

shall die" --?-- u,un, ukkj, ot In answer, the very next words in

sequence, the opening ones of Chukas, enter into the equation,

since, as seen,  The sayings of Hashem are pure sayings.  Hashem's

speech is gentle, employing the derivative principle, so as to read

the "euphemistic", text which we do in fact see before us: /ukkj, tk
u,un, tku/  "If you do not desecrate, you will not die." This is in fact

a softer and gentler expression, and there are the "extra letters"

which the Torah added to soften the impact of the harsh promise.
(hwdtktp ohhj wr - ohhjk vpub,)
We can do no more than learn the halachos when we cannot

fulfill the actual mitzvah;

:xŸn`¥l 'd dË ¦v x ¤W£̀  dẍŸeY ©d z ©T ªg z Ÿ̀f :xŸn`¥l oŸx£d ©̀  l ¤̀ §e d ¤Wn l ¤̀  'd x ¥A ©c §i©e
 (c t ywwh)  Hashem spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying: This is the

statute of the Torah which Hashem commanded, saying (19:1-2), The

Shach's commentary on the Torah asks why we find two

occurrences of xŸn`¥l in two adjacent psukim. The first instance of 

xŸn`¥l need not detain us, since x ¥A ©c §i©e /// xŸn`¥l   is common parlance

throughout the final four of vru, hanuj vanj. It is the second xŸn`¥l
which has a lesson of its own to convey, and which we must

reveal. The key lies in the Gemara (Eiruvin 54a), which concludes

that learning out loud is essential for one's learning to endure and

to be sustained. [Shulchan Aruch Yora Deah (246:22)] writes that kf

jfua tuv vrvnc ajkc truev kct ushc  ohhe,n usunk, ,gac ukue ghnanv   "The

learning of one who makes his voice heard during learning will be sustained, but

whoever learns in silence will forget his learning." [YZK]] The Shulchan

Aruch HaRav rules, as practical halacha, that if one learns only

silently and contemplatively, and not audibly, then he has not

engaged in credible Torah learning at all. The proof for this ruling

is in Tanach (Yehoshua 1:8): Wh �P �n v�Z  v v !r«uT  v r �p $x JUn!h t«k This book

of the Torah shall not leave your mouth. Which clearly accords

primacy to learning with an audible voice. Recall the famous

posuk from the fateful encounter of Yaakov with his father

Yitzchak, as explained in Midrash :cegh kue kuev : When one learns

with his kue -- his voice,[and the resulting Torah is thereby sustained],

then "  ",uykua uag hsh ohshv iht' the hands, the forces of the evil Eisav

cannot prevail. Extrapolating this lesson to our pair of opening

pesukim: Up until the end of the words "This is the statute of the

Torah which Hashem commanded", we have a clear requirement to

offer the Red Heifer when the Beis HaMikdash is in existence. But

when the Mikdash is no longer standing, we shift to learning the

laws and details of the Heifer, in all their details, with the

appropriate seriousness and diligence. In such dire circumstances,

we apply the SECOND , xŸn`¥l which dictates learning audibly and

vocally -- kuec/ Learning like that will purify us just as the Red

Heifer itself did in its heyday. (;rtsxrgytnn rwunst - ktrah ,hc)
Two grades of miracle water!

m ¤di¥pi¥r §l r ©l ¤Q ©d l ¤̀  m ¤Y §x ©A ¦c §e Li ¦g ῭  oŸx£d ©̀ §e dŸ ©̀  dc̈¥rd̈ z ¤̀  l ¥d §w ©d §e d ¤H ©O ©d z ¤̀  g ©w
 :r ©l ¤Q ©d o ¦n m ¦i ©n m ¤dl̈ z̈` ¥vŸed §e ein̈i ¥n o ©zp̈ §e(j: f)  Take the staff and assemble

the congregation, you and your brother Aaron, and speak to the rock

in their presence so that it will give forth its water. You shall bring

forth water for them from the rock (20:8) The Ohr HaChaim

HaKodosh raises the question of why our posuk mentions

extracting water two times, and he provides his answer awwhhg. There

seems to be no difference in the semantic load of the two instances.

Yet in reality, there were two grades of water in the episode. The

Gemara (Yoma 75a) reveals the distribution pattern of the manna

in the Midbar. The manna fell at the doorsteps of the tzaddikim,

while for average people, it fell further from their tents --  the

distance a direct function of their  spiritual level. The miraculous
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water exhibited the same phenomenon. The tzaddikim enjoyed

water with the feature of  ein̈i ¥n o ©zp̈ §e' which implies water already

granted and easily attainable. The average Yidden, on the other

hand, had to use water described by m ¦i ©n m ¤dl̈ z̈` ¥vŸed §e which indicates a

more arduous extraction procedure, reflecting their lower spiritual

level. For the tzaddikim, the rock spewed forth the water on its own.

For the average Yidden, there was work required to extract the

life-sustaining beverage. [Water from the Rock was a one-time event. Chovos

HaLevovos, Sha'ar HaBechina, perek 5 describes broadly how Hashem, in his

beneficence, distributes water for all creatures in perfectly measured amounts,

in accordance with their needs, differentiating it from air, which is readily and

universally available to all, without limits. [DPR]] ).hkhp ehsm h,pa(

Our editor and translator Mr. Rose (uk ij ij ,tua,)   hwwb  is reachable at davidrose10@gmail.com

Story of the week    (By Yehuda Z. Klitnick and translated by Duvid Pinchas Rose)

***** Reb Meir'l  Premishlaner's pipe-cleaner  provides the key to a bride's dowryReb Meir'l  Premishlaner's pipe-cleaner  provides the key to a bride's dowryReb Meir'l  Premishlaner's pipe-cleaner  provides the key to a bride's dowryReb Meir'l  Premishlaner's pipe-cleaner  provides the key to a bride's dowry *****
A certain Yitzchak lived near the famous city of Premishlan. He

was impoverished, but held fast to unshakeable faith and trust in

Hashem's beneficence and guidance. He had worthy and pious

children of refined character, and a shidduch-match was proposed

for his oldest child, a daughter.  He may have been bereft of funds,

but not of unsullied and perfect faith in the Oibershter, and so the

shidduch was finalized and a wedding date set. Only plans for the

"small matter" of the dowry were left hanging, but Yitzchak's trust

in Hashem made him sure that he would provide it honourably. Yet

as the calendar pages were torn off, day after day, the wedding was

approaching and Yitzchak still had no solution for the looming

unsatisfied dowry. Although he was not of the chassidic persuasion,

he heard convincing accounts of the tzaddik Reb Meir's ability to

open the gates of heavenly blessing through his fervent and exalted

prayers. How could he fail to pursue an appeal to the tzaddik in his

hour of need? He headed straight for Rav Meir's inner sanctum and

laid forth his plight to the tzaddik. Rav Meir was duly impressed

with Yitzchak's seriousness, and calm and serene demeanour, even

in pressing straits. But instead of hearing words of encouragement

and sound direction, Yitzchak was dumbfounded when Rav Meir

asked, out of the blue, "Would you perhaps have a pipe-cleaner on

you (a flexible wire covered with absorbent fabric for cleaning the inside

walls of the stem of a smoker's pipe.)?" Yitzchak was reduced to

stammering. "Re..Re..Rebbe, what would I be doing with a pipe

cleaner? I have never smoked a pipe in my life." "Well, it's a pity

for you. Unless you bring me the pipe-cleaner I need, don't bother

coming back here, because I have no solution for your problem."

Yitzchak was beside himself with confusion and dashed hopes.

"What does a pipe-cleaner have to do with a dowry for my

daughter?" Still, his measure of trust in a tzaddik, surely transferred

over from his trust lehavdil in Hashem, spurred him on to

say,"Rebbe, of course I will bring you the pipe-cleaner, even if it

means turning the whole world upside down!" Rav Meir'l seemed

glad to hear this, and Yitzchak launched a search for the needed

pipe-cleaner. It was not a simple matter, since no shop was able to

supply the item. In desperation, Yitzchak turned to a gentile

metal-smith who offered to fabricate one for him, but at a high

price. Apparently, Yitzchak was looking at a custom-made product

requiring highly skilled and intricate work to produce. The

metal-smith seemed to take a liking to his customer and invited him

to remain in the shop for the duration of the job. They got to talking

about everything under the sun until the smith revealed that he was

alone in the world. Yitzchak asked where he kept his money and

surprisingly, the man showed him one empty barrel among the wine

barrels which held his life savings in cash from a lifetime of hard

work. He said that he had decided to close his metal shop and spend

the rest of his life touring the world and living off his savings.

When the custom-made pipe-cleaner was ready, the metal-smith let

Yitzchak take it on credit, to be paid for when he was able, and

Yitzchak, with a new spurt of encouragement, sped off for Rav

Meir'l's court to deliver the merchandise. To his dismay, the gabbai

met him with the news that the Rebbe was  not accepting visitors

that day, but that he should return the next day and hope for

admittance then. Yitzchak retained his composure and set out to

find a place to spend the night. What does he hear, though, but a

man pounding on a drum in the town square, with people gathering

around him. This was the way of making public announcements in

those days. Yitzchak perked up his ears and listened to what the

man was shouting. "By order of the court, there will be an estate

liquidation auction tomorrow of the holdings of the metal-smith

who lived on the edge of town and who passed  away this morning,

and left no heirs. Proceeds from the sale will  pay for an

honourable burial for the deceased." After these words, Yitzchak

began repeating the posuk from Tehillim  v kt hbhg tat :"I lift my

eyes to Hashem." He thanked Hashem for leading him to the

tinsmith's hut, striking up a friendship there, and learning about the

small fortune stashed away there in a nondescript old barrel. He

went canvassing the town's householders to borrow enough money

to buy the property at auction -- and, of course, all that it contained.

He appeared at the appointed place and time and bid up the price so

much that the other bargain-seeking bidders thought he was

deranged, little suspecting what the property really held. The

competing bidders soon dropped out, shaking their heads at this

crazy man who was paying so much for a ramshackle house and

shop. Yitzchak was carrying enough money to close the deal with

the city auctioneer and walked away with the deed and keys to the

tinsmith's estate, such as it was. He lost no time in inspecting the

property, and quickly found the "magic barrel." Boruch Hashem,

the treasure was intact, with enough gold and silver there to pay for

all his children's weddings. His first action was to skim off enough

funds to repay the auction lenders, and then to secure the rest. Now

his theme was  'cuy hf wvk usuv ! and he marveled, in hindsight, as it so

often happens, at the open ruach hakodesh of Reb Meir'l

Premishlaner for setting in motion all of the events which led to his

salvation, even going so far as denying him an audience the day

before, which led the way to the life-altering auction. He rushed to

report back to the tzaddik and found Rav Meir'l waiting for him

with open arms, but with the key question on his lips, "Nu? Did you

bring me my pipe-cleaner?" Truth be told, Rav Meir had no need

for a custom-built pipe-cleaner, but chose that object as the vehicle

for a Yid's salvation. Needless to say, Yitzchak was transformed

overnight from a pauper to a wealthy man. He rented a fine wagon

for his trip home, which, to avert suspicion, he loaded with all the

wine barrels from the tinsmith's house. His agenda was first paying

for the dowry he had promised, and then undertaking chesed

programs for Yidden in need. He also rebuilt the tinsmith's shack

and furnished it as a guest house for Jewish travelers visiting

Premishlan. He remained tightly bound to Reb Meir'l and became

one of his staunchest supporters, using his new-found wealth -- a

direct fruit of Reb Meir's brocho. (rhtn wrs t,hbdrn)
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